
1. Cut a 4 1/4" x 11" piece of Salt Water Taffy
cardstock. Fold in half for a cardbase

2. Cut a 4” x 5.25” panel of Sugar Cube card-
stock.

3. Create a stencil using acetate paper by 
die cutting the Scribbles Cutting Plate.

4.   Create the daisies: 
-  Stamp Simply Stamped - Daisies using  
      the following colors to create two small  
      and one large flower:
 Base: Potato Chip 
 Middle: Lemon Meringue 
 Top: Dijon 
 Stamp the stem cluster in Peapod ink. 
              Stamp 2 sets of leaves, layering Peapod

 

- Die-cut the flower, stems and leaves 
 

 using the coordinating dies.   

and Sweet Basil inks.

 
-  ptional: Using liquid adhesive, add Prills     
      to the flower’s centers. 
-  Die-cut the Hello Script (2x) from Sugar  
 Cube cardstock. Adhere together.

5. Using Salt Water Taffy ink and an ink blending
tool, randomly add color to the Sugar 
Cube cardstock panel. ext, tape the Scribble

  
 

Cutting Plate acetate stencil over the inked 

 
 

cardstock panel and randomly apply white

 
 texture paste.

6. Once the panel is dry, assemble and attach the 
daisy bouquet using a combination of tape and 
foam adhesive. Use blue baker’s twine to 
create a bow and attach to the center of the 
bouquet.

7. Use low-tack adhesive to create an two-tone on 
the Hello piece by masking the top and applying
Salt Water Taffy ink and then masking the inked 
bottom half and applying Potato Chip ink.

8. Attach the ello Script and adhere the panel

TE Stamps:

Simply Stamped - Daisies

TE Dies:

Simply Stamped - Daisies 
Hello Script

Scribbles Cutting Plate

TE Cardstock:

Sugar Cube
Salt Water Taffy

Acetate

TE Ink:

Dijon
Lemon Meringue

Potato Chip
Salt Water Taffy

Sweet Basil
Peapod

Other: 

Baker’s Twine
MISTI or other stamp positioning tool

Supplies
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   to the cardbase.


